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What is agribusiness?

Agribusiness (often called agri-food) is the business sector encompassing farming as well
as farming-related commercial activities. A business in the agribusiness sector is a
business that includes all the steps required to send an agricultural product to the
market… from production to processing to distribution.

An agribusiness must inspect and evolve all the different aspects of creating an
agricultural product. Agricultural products can be anything from animal products
overweight to harvesting fruits and vegetables.

Agriculture land plays an important role in land use patterns across the EU: Grassland
and cropland together make up 39% of Europe's land cover. More than one half (55%)
of the total output value of the EU's agricultural industry came from France (€77.2
billion), Italy (€56.9 billion), Germany (€52.7 billion) and Spain (€52.2 billion).



The agribusiness industry in Europe

Agribusinesses include small family farms and food producers up to multinational
conglomerates involved in the production of food.

The EU is losing market share as other competitors have higher export growth. The EU
leads in exports of high-quality and high-end food products, but it needs a competitive
domestic foothold otherwise its position will be compromised.
The value chain is highly unbalanced against farmers. Most of the value added is
captured by other actors, who benefit from a much higher degree of concentration. Only
five retailers control between 43% and 92% of each national food market, whereas
1.100.000 farms produce 80% of the total EU output.



The agribusiness industry: what are the key 
drivers of change?

Agribusiness is a sector that has an impact on practically all the Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs).

Considering the rise in global food demand and increasing concerns about the impact of
climate change, a major challenge for the EU agricultural sector will be to maintain
its high level of production, while ensuring a more sustainable use of its natural
resources.

High-tech farm practices are able to provide clear positive results in better managing
farms and optimise the use of inputs, thus reducing the environmental impact of the
agricultural sector and increasing competitiveness, and at the end of the day, producing
more with less. This will lead also to job creation.



Circularity in agri-business

Sustainable agriculture is the type of agriculture, which, in the exploitation of resources
and production techniques, aims at not altering the environmental balance. It, therefore,
presents itself as environmentally friendly and socially right.

It helps to improve the quality of life of both farmers and the whole society.

Those involved in sustainable agriculture, therefore, privilege those natural processes that
allow to preserve the "environmental resource", avoiding the use of practices, which are
harmful to the soil (such as intensive tillage) and chemicals (pesticides, hormones, etc.).

Finally, natural processes using renewable energy sources are favoured.



Future circular trends in agri-business

Circular economy applied to agriculture is a path in constant evolution. In recent years,
research in this field has been strongly encouraged by the serious environmental
problems that are ravaging our planet.

New regulations and norms have been issued by governments.

In Italy, for example, the circular economy package, which has been recently approved,
contains 4 legislative decrees on waste, which in some way, should facilitate and
streamline the transition from the linear to the circular model.



Biogas & Compost
The production of biogas and organic fertilizers capable
of maintaining the structure of the soils by fighting
desertification is another important investment prospect to
return the soil to its natural cycle and restore the fertility of
agricultural land.

In fact, recovering the natural nutritional elements of the
soil, removed from the crops and discarded in the
subsequent phases of use, allows economic advantages for
the company, which is able to reduce the use of external
resources (chemical fertilization) and preserve the fertility
of the soil by protecting the rich biodiversity.

https://biociclo.it/il-compost/

https://biociclo.it/il-compost/


A biogas and biomethane plant is an important choice for a company. It means
converting to renewable energy and adopting new green business strategies, taking
advantage of all opportunities offered by circular economy.

The residues of the selected organic material are placed in a large digester in the form of
"soup", anaerobic digestion takes place inside large cylindrical tanks heated and mixed.

During this phase, biogas is naturally produced, following mixing. Biogas can be used to
produce electricity or it can be purified and refined for the production of biomethane.

From the agricultural world, it comes the availability of natural raw materials, such as
food or crop waste, rethought as renewable materials (compost) to replace mineral
ones.



The use of agricultural waste to 
produce natural soil improvers 
allows for example to reduce 
CO2 emissions deriving from the 
production of  mineral fertilizers, 
as well as to produce fuels from 
renewable sources with an 
environmental advantage in the 
fight against climate change and, 
on an economic level, for the 
gain deriving from the self-
production of  fertilizers.



Bioplastic
Wastes from corn, rice, wheat, beet etc. are interesting
for the production of bioplastics, which unlike
synthetic plastics contains petroleum which is 100%
biodegradable and does not release harmful substances
into the environment.

Agromatrici is an Italian company and an innovative
SME that carries out its activities in the biomass
recovery sector and in particular in the development of
solutions for the enhancement and recovery of scraps
and waste. Thanks to its know-how, enthusiasm and the
work of its team, it develops, experiments and offers
cutting-edge technologies for the enhancement of
organic matrices by offering sustainable solutions.



The challenge of  PHA-STAR consists in the 
recovery of  whey an agro-industrial waste 
produced in large quantities in Lombardy. 

Whey is the main by-product obtained during 
the cheese-making process, but only 50% of  this 
is reused for the production of  ricotta, 
supplements and animal feed. The remaining 
part must be disposed as special waste, 
representing a cost for producers. 

Design and construction of  objects for ECO-
DESIGN made entirely of  bioplastics obtained 
from the recovery and enhancement of  waste 
from the dairy sector is a possible solution.



Entrepreneurship in agribusiness

Bringing about new ideas is a fundamental approach in agriculture, considering its
specificities and lower capacity to create innovation and frequently suffering from a lack
in dynamics. Entrepreneurship presupposes innovation and new ideas for any stage,
from production to final consumption.
Agricultural entrepreneurship is important for more competitive farms, to strengthen
their position in the market, but also for more familiar farms, to improve their
socioeconomic and environmental contributions.
Agricultural entrepreneurship is often related to the diversification of activities in
farms, where networking is crucial to promote changes within businesses and to promote
exchanges in experience.
For balanced rural development and for farm sustainability, it is important to attract
younger, more qualified, innovative people and with more entrepreneurial capacities. In
fact, innovation and entrepreneurial skills allow for a deeper exploitation of the
multifunctionality of farms, promoting both social and environmental dimensions, with
interesting returns for the farmer.



Barriers and challenges 
• Access to land
• Access to labour
• Initial capital
• Lack of information
• Access to markets
• Administrative barriers

Entrepreneurs address these challenges mainly through:
• Businesses diversification
• Value-added products design and delivery
• Sharing economies involvement
• Social entrepreneurship and social farming
• Social capital (social networks, participation in agricultural institutions and access

to information
• Information, communication and technology (ICT) & nanotechnologies



Supporting measures and needed skills
• Investments in research and education (specifically educational training) from the

several agricultural stakeholders

• EU funds

• Institutions:
• cooperatives
• universities for technological transfer
• local authorities to enable access to land, connect new entrants to other local

actors and use local procurement to enable access to markets

Professional skills and technological/ entrepreneurial/ developmental competences
(such as self-confidence and good planning for businesses and investments) are crucial
for success in entrepreneurship



SWOT analysis 
AGRI-BUSINESS

Strengths Weaknesses

Big % of  young entrepreneurs
Strong consumers orientation

Food variety & diversity
Support to rural territories

Multi-actor business

Distribution system 
Waste management 

Use of  resources: soil and water
Livestock production
Energy consumptions

Use of  fertilizers 
Long supply chain

High utilisation of  existing biomass 
Dependence on imports

Price and income volatility
Lack of  productive investment, limited adoption of  new 

technologies, and lagging innovation

Opportunities Threats

Technological advancements 
Shift in economic power (new markets)

Ecological awareness
Search for quality
Sharing economy
Circular economy

Utilisation of  agri-food wastes in the bioeconomy

Accelerating urbanisation 
Demographic changes

Resource scarcity 
Pressure on environment and climate

Shift in consumers tastes
Competition

Environmental degradation



Case Study: 
Il Giardinone
& Fungobox

Il Giardinone is a social enterprise working 
with disadvantaged people since in 1996. The 
main activity is gardening services for public 
and private entities and cleaning services for 
offices, schools and homes. 
Il Giardinone has 50 workers and work 
mainly on the territory of  Milan and its 
province. It’s part of  the largest Italian 
network of  social enterprise : Consorzio
CGM.



How did Il Giardinone start the circular 
economy project?







Fungo Box challenge 

The idea that has led Il Giardinone to create Fungo Box is 
simple: convert urban waste into ultra-fresh food and soil 
restorative.
The aim is to help cities and individuals to cultivate, live, think 
in a more sustainable and circular way. 
For this reason, we have identified a very interesting waste in the 
coffee ground. It is particularly rich (it still contains 99.8% of  
the nutritive components of  the coffee) and, because of  the very 
high water temperature of  the machines, it is sterilized and 
made it "clean”.



Networking and contamination

Should I buy NON SOCIAL service to CONTAMINATE the ecosystem?
Equip yourself  and your organization to obtain profit,

even if  your long term purpose is a social one



How does it work?

OPEN: Open the first bag, fill it with cold water. 
Close it with a clothespin and put it in the refrigerator 
for one night.
CUT:  The next day, remove the water and the first 
bag and dry the Mushroom Box. Insert it into the 
box, after opening a small window. Make a cut on the 
plastic in the shape of  “X” (about 2 cm) on one side 
only.
WATER FUNGOBOX: Use the nebulizer that you 
find inside the box and water it: you have to empty 
the entire nebulizer every day. Keeping moisture is 
the secret!
COLLECT: Mushrooms start to be visible after 
about 10 days and are ready for harvest within 15-20 
days.
COOK IT: Collect the mushrooms at the base and 
cook them right away.
DO IT AGAIN!



Agribusiness coworking and incubators
Missions that are unique to agribusiness incubators include:
• Identifying and adopting technologies appropriate for specific agribusiness enterprises
• Identifying and motivating entrepreneurs in agribusiness enterprises, frequently in rural

areas
• Building commercial conduits in the form of value chains, which integrate new value

creating activities in rural and urban spaces
To accomplish these objectives, incubators have several instruments available including the
following:
• Market Institutions: Agribusiness incubators can create access to new markets for labor,

capital and entrepreneurship in agribusiness
• Value chains: Agribusiness incubators can strengthen farm to market chains
• Networks: Agribusinesses can lobby for greater alignment and coordination of disparate

policies and actions in the agribusiness system
• Sector Level Competitiveness Enhancement Projects: Agribusiness incubators are able to

realize tangible success and multiply the strengths of individual agribusinesses by enhancing
whole sector competitiveness



Talent Garden Isola: an agri-
food-tech and sustainability 

incubator in Milan 



WeWork Food Labs: an agri-
food-tech and accelerator in NY



The building/housing sector
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The building sector in Europe: main KPI
The building sector plays an
important role in the European
economy. It generates almost 10
% of GDP and provides 20
million jobs. The housing sector
alone is responsible for 9% of
GDP.

It is a sector mainly composed by
SMEs and microenterprises,
therefore its internationalization
remains limited, as the vast
majority of these companies
operate mainly at local level.

https://ec.europa.eu/growth/sectors/con
struction/observatory_en

https://ec.europa.eu/growth/sectors/construction/observatory_en


Investments in the building sector
In 2019, investments in building represented 21.6% of the EU27 total investment in construction. An
overall high demand for additional housing units in urban areas, low mortgage rates, increasing
incomes for households and investors’ search for investments with higher yields than capital markets,
led to a favorable environment for investments in new housebuilding.

https://fiec-statistical-report.eu/european-union

https://fiec-statistical-report.eu/european-union


The building sector in Europe: key drivers

Labour 
productivity

Turnover

Employment

Business 
confidence

Domestic 
sales

Exports of  
constructions 

related products

Access to 
finance and 

infrastructure



Innovation the building sector
Product innovations account for 30% of the innovative measures adopted by companies.
Some examples: the construction of energy efficient and carbon-smart housing (e.g. LEED-
certified), the development of sustainable products (e.g. smart materials)

Innovation of organisational processes account for 20% of the innovative measures
adopted by companies; they consist of internal measures aiming to improve the
performance and footprint of the companies themselves. Some examples: energy efficient
insulation and ventilation, renewable energy (wind and solar) to power companies’
activities, intelligent systems and smart technologies to control operations.

Innovation clusters are key actors, which facilitate the development of new solutions, such
as innovative ICT and green growth solutions and promote the development of intelligent,
sustainable cities, efficient resource management and reduced carbon emissions.



The housing sector and circular economy

It uses 50% of the 
extracted materials, 

40% and 30% of 
available energy and 

water respectively, 
aside from causing 30% 
of total waste and 35% 

of green-house gas 
emissions.

It is responsible for the 
consumption of  about 40% 

of available energy, 
especially due to the low 

renovation rate of  existing 
buildings. As a consequence, 

much of  the EU building 
stock is in need of  

renovation, with more than 
40% of it built before 1960 

and 90% before 1990.

It accounts annually for 
33% of water 
consumption.

Different frameworks, 
assessment tools, certification 
schemes and indicators are 
being used in the housing to 
measure, monitor and manage 
a more efficient use of  scarce 
resources. 

Housing providers are also 
looking for synergies to 
increase circularity levels in 
combination with affordability, 
durability, safety, health and 
comfort in the residential 
environment.



https://www.iberdrol
a.com/social-
commitment/cohousi
ng

https://www.iberdrol
a.com/environment/
ecovillages-
alternative-ecological-
communities

https://www.iberdrola.com/social-commitment/cohousing
https://www.iberdrola.com/environment/ecovillages-alternative-ecological-communities


https://ec.europa.eu/
growth/sectors/const
ruction/observatory_
en

https://ec.europa.eu/growth/sectors/construction/observatory_en


https://ec.europa.eu/
growth/sectors/const
ruction/observatory_
en

https://ec.europa.eu/growth/sectors/construction/observatory_en


Circularity in the housing sector: Business 
opportunities

WATER:
Greywater and blackwater can be separated with retrofitting measures in existing
buildings
Waste water can be combined in one single pipe with kitchen-shred organic
waste including food-waste from all floors of an existing building

MATERIALS:
Source among EU certified building materials (existing or new commercial
products) from secondary material platforms, databases and/or local producers
Analyse them (technical and environmental specifications), allowing the complete
material characterisation and calculation of potential building impact along the overall
buildings’ value chain – manufacturing, design, construction, use and demolition
phase



ICT: circularity ICT tools and knowledge sharing platforms

WASTE:
Analyse maximum recovery and valorisation potential of existing materials in
buildings at refurbishment or demolition stage, providing demolition guides to
guarantee the best and safety management of waste streams
Use simple and modular building structures and systems during construction phase to
make easier and much more efficient the dismantling process

ENERGY:
Energy improvement solutions such as envelope interventions, solar thermal systems,
shared photovoltaic systems, can reduce the energy demand of buildings and increase
the share of renewable energies, contributing to reach Nearly Zero Energy Buildings
(nZEB)
Pay for performance business models are encouraged to be applied for installing
energy technologies. For example, a pay per performance service applied to renewable
energies can consist in that an energy service company supplies, installs and maintains
a solar thermal (ST) or photovoltaic (PV) system, guaranteeing an annual solar
production to the owner/tenants during the length of the contract



How to start a business in the business 
sector…

Step 1: Define the Company and Set Your Goals: It is important to spend some time to
think about the type of construction business you want to run.
Step 2: Research Business Viability: Conduct a SWOT analysis to further reassess the
idea of what kind of company you want to own. Take time to evaluate your strengths,
weaknesses, opportunities, and threats. Additionally, you might want to conduct full-
scale market research to determine the competition in your area and possible target
consumers.
Step 3: Create a Solid Business Strategy: A solid business strategy with a detailed
five-year plan and a financial forecast for the entire period will serve as a step-by-step
guide that will determine the direction of your business. It should contain target goals
you want to achieve at a monthly, quarterly and annual level and the milestones that will
help you reach them. You should determine costs, and profit goals/expectations, and
include them into your financial forecast. This will help you secure funding for your
business.



Step 4: Apply for Funding: Construction companies require a substantial capital
investment to get things off the ground.
Step 5: Get Supplies and Equipment: Sufficient supplies, gear, and equipment are
essential to construction. At first, it might be a good idea to rent heavy-duty
machines and instead invest in quality material and equipment.
Step 6: Get Permits, Protection and Insurance: Make sure to acquire the necessary
licenses and permits to comply with government regulations (Business licenses and
permits, Surety bonds, Insurance, Building codes).
Step 7: Hire Labour: Here are four types of labor in the construction industry: full-time
employees, labor brokers, subcontractors, and independent contractors. The best thing to
do when starting off is to create a mix of all four labor types until you grow.
Step 8: Market Your Company: Start with small, short-term projects like repairs or
subcontract to an existing contractor. Repair and renovation projects generally work well
because they don’t require intense planning, yet provide a steady cash stream
Step 9: Take Action



Entrepreneurship in building/housing sector: 
tips

Take action: Challenges and obstacles will be faced every hour, and those who take
action and keep moving forward will survive. If you're stuck and not taking tasks to
completion, you'll find yourself creating bottlenecks.
Be scared: We face failure every day, including failure on individual projects and failure
in relationships with suppliers and contractors. Use fear to motivate you to get stronger
results on the next opportunity.
Be resourceful: It's vital, therefore, that you learn how to use all available resources to
increase cash flow.
Obsess over cash flow: When you scale your business, it will be important to focus on
gross margin for each individual project. The success of your projects and your company
will count on it.
Welcome change: Accepting change can open windows of opportunity for motivated
individuals.



SWOT analysis
BUILDING/HOUSING 

Strengths Weaknesses

Big availability of  building stock
Introduction of  new technologies

Increase in awareness regarding environmental sustainability and 
energy efficiency

Emissions of  greenhouse gases
Energy consumptions
High retirement rates
Waste Management

Shortfall of  skilled workers in many companies
Low attractiveness to young people due to the working conditions

Undeclared work

Opportunities Threats

Low energy buildings
Sustainable construction

Growing investments in constructions 
Eco-innovation and buildings

Smart cities
Re-use/recovery/recycling and design to fit

Rising urbanisation
Renovation of  buildings

Social housing
Cohousing, eco-villages and eco neighbourhood 

Time and cost of  obtaining building permits and licenses
Late payments by the Public Administration 

Complexity of  the planning and building regulations 
Increased competition from non-European operators



CPH Containers: the company
CPH Containers works to solve societal problems through the built environment. Based
in Copenhagen, Denmark, and focusing on architect-designed container housing has the
ambition to become an international front-runner in affordable and sustainable housing.
In collaboration with public and private stakeholders, CPH Containers develops
construction projects that have a social and environmental focus.

Container construction not only provide a unique and green architectural expression,
but also allows greater flexibility and speed in the construction process. It is scalable
construction without need of foundation and can therefore be installed in a fraction of
the time it takes for normal construction. Moreover container constructions can be
moved around.

This opens up for entirely new ways of thinking about cities and housing.

Website: www. http://www.cphcontainers.dk/index.html



CPH Containers: projects
CPH Shelter. A completely new type of housing that shows how a combination of
upcycling and Danish design and architecture can provide an attractive take on
sustainable, flexible and affordable housing.

CPH Village. Denmark's first removable residence buildings, which changes location on
the edges of Copenhagen as the city develops. The residents are urban developments
new pioneers that creates life and finds the potentials in new urban areas ahead of the
traditional urban development.

CPH Food Court. A defibrillator for vulnerable neighbourhoods in Copenhagen. It's a
mobile food market and cultural hub, which - besides offering cheap and good street
food - will create unskilled jobs, and provide space for concerts, performing arts and
other cultural facilities.



CPH Containers: 
CPH Village

CPH Village makes modular student
housing. It offers an affordable and
sustainable lifestyle in a strong
community

Website: https://cphvillage.com

FB: https://www.facebook.com/cphvillage

Instagram: cph_village

Videos:
https://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=RPKpAD1kNbA

https://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=gU--Mb1kFo0

https://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=vfuJBPVxy_8

https://cphvillage.com/
https://www.facebook.com/cphvillage
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RPKpAD1kNbA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gU--Mb1kFo0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vfuJBPVxy_8


ERLIKPLUSS: the company

Equals Plus Design Studio is a network of  designers, 
architects, artists and sustainability consultants based in 
Northern-Norway. 

“During the last 5 years we have transformed an old library into 
our studio and public maker space. Our aim is always to make 
circular and sustainable projects that are in tune with the natural 
system of  our earth. We always strive to make fun and inclusive 
projects that have a strong focus on sustainability and circular 
design principles”.

Website: http://www.erlikpluss.no/

FB: https://www.facebook.com/erlikpluss

http://www.erlikpluss.no/
https://www.facebook.com/erlikpluss


ERLIKPLUSS: 
circular design 
projects



ERLIKPLUSS: 
circular design 
projects



https://www.iberdrola.com/social-
commitment/cohousing

https://www.iberdrola.com/social-commitment/cohousing


https://www.iberdrola.com/environment/ecovillages-
alternative-ecological-communities

https://www.iberdrola.com/environment/ecovillages-alternative-ecological-communities


Business incubators in the sector of 
constructions

Key advantages for companies

Easy Access to Funding: Landing a spot in an incubator means access to instant seed
funding and regular access to further venture capital and angel investors for money to
expand and grow.
Atmosphere: Joining an incubator means being surrounded with other inspired and
positive entrepreneurs, who will help fuel your fire.
Networking: Being surrounded by other entrepreneurs with their own talents means
great networking opportunities as well as being able to partner with others to augment
your business.
Developing Your Business the Right Way: this type of setup can provide auxiliary
business services, a good working structure, the forum to improve pitches to investors
and can provide more breathing room to test and ensure profitability.



Smart Housing Småland: an innovation 
node Smart Housing in Sweden



Bespace: a coworking for architecture and 
construction companies in Switzerland



The Social Urban Incubator: a place for 
construction businesses and 

entrepreneurs in Brazil 



The furniture industry
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The furniture sector in Europe: why it is so 
important?

Employment - the sector employs around 1 million workers in
130 thousand companies generating an annual turnover of
around EUR 96 billion. Most of the companies in the sector are
SMEs.

Trend setting - EU furniture manufacturers set global trends.
About 12% of designs registered in the European Union
Intellectual Property Office relate to this sector.

High-end segment - the EU is a world leader in the high-end
segment of the furniture market. Nearly two out of every three
high-end furniture products sold in the world are produced in the
EU

https://ec.europa.eu/gr
owth/sectors/raw-
materials/industries/for
est-based/furniture_en

https://ec.europa.eu/growth/sectors/raw-materials/industries/forest-based/furniture_en


The furniture sector in Europe
EU Member States manufacture 28% of furniture sold worldwide – representing a € 84
billion market.

European Member States are major consumers of furniture, estimated at € 68 billion
per year, with the EU28 being a net exporter. A significant proportion of consumption
includes wooden furniture, kitchen units and mattresses.

The domestic sector accounts for 82% of furniture consumption, with the remaining
18% associated with B2B (business to business) consumption.

According to European Federation of Furniture Manufacturers (UEA) statistics,
furniture waste in the EU accounts for more than 4% of the total municipal solid waste
(MSW) stream.



Circular Economy in Furniture Sector in EU

Barriers to circularity implementation in the sector range from low
quality materials, limited logistical infrastructure, poor demand for
recycled materials to a wider range identified through the course of this
training.

Circular economy interventions have the potential to foster the
European furniture industry, with repair, refurbishment and
remanufacturing allowing value recovery, economic growth
and job creation, while saving on resources and the
environment.

Businesses and consumers discard 10 million tones of furniture in EU
Member States each year, the majority of which is destined for either
landfill or incineration. There is minimal activity in higher-value circular
resource flows, with remanufacturing accounting for less than 2% of the
EU manufacturing turnover.



https://eeb.org/library/circular-
economy-opportunities-in-the-
furniture-sector/

https://eeb.org/library/circular-economy-opportunities-in-the-furniture-sector/


How can we make furniture more circular?

https://circulareconomy.e
uropa.eu/platform/sites/d
efault/files/circular-
economy-in-the-furniture-
industry.pdf

https://circulareconomy.europa.eu/platform/sites/default/files/circular-economy-in-the-furniture-industry.pdf


Circular processes in furniture 
production 



Wood as a perfect renewable 
material

• Wood is a natural and alive material. It can be used for
different purposes and products with 100% of renewability
and reusable possibility.
• Wood is a natural material with the unique natural
structure, surface, color and smell.
• It has perfect mechanical and construction features.



Circularity in 
resources/raw materials
For the new wooden product, 
elements or interior with an old 
look and natural design, there are 
different possibilities to use 
already used wood. 

Old Barns, buildings build of  
wood

Rafters and ceiling joints from 
roof  construction



Renewable solutions 
in the furniture 
sector

Reusing the existing bult-in wood 
(wooden buildings, roofs & rafters, old 
furniture) for new elements.
Wooden waste material as raw material 
for energy - heating in the industry and 
home (new products as pellets, 
brickets...)
Raw material for processing new 
different products (paper, packaging 
material…)
Insulation alternatives, for example: 
Wood fiber natural insulations, wood 
mix with recycled insulation material 
(Blow-in Cellulose insulation).
Wood “Chips”: for different outside use 
as (paths, gardening, decoration, 
flooring…)



Eco-design

https://www.tmf.se/site
assets/bransch/branschg
rupper/mobler/efic---
policy-cirkular-
ekonomi.pdf

https://www.tmf.se/siteassets/bransch/branschgrupper/mobler/efic---policy-cirkular-ekonomi.pdf


Entrepreneurship in furniture sector: from 
where to start…

Take the time to establish a really good supply chain. Getting this right at the beginning can save
you a lot of hassle in the long run.

Work on your relationships with your suppliers. Outsource wherever it makes sense and view
suppliers as an extended part of the team.

Research your market. There’s a lot going on and it’s very competitive, so be clear on your
offering and your target market. Find your niche.

Get some help in setting up your business. There are lots of great (often free) business advice
services for start-ups that offer access to some brilliant resources and networks.

Plan as much as you can. Plan your research and marketing, and find mentors as well as plan on
networking.

Focus on having an excellent offline and online presence: it is essential that you spend time on
making sure a website is user friendly and your store location is appropriate for your business and
targets.



How to start a furniture upcycling business

STEP 1: Plan your business
• What are the costs involved in opening a furniture upcycling business?
• What are the ongoing expenses for a furniture upcycling business?
• Who is the target market?
• How does a furniture upcycling business make money?
• How much can you charge customers?
• How much profit can a furniture upcycling business make?
• How can you make your business more profitable?
• What will you name your business?

STEP 2: Form a legal entity

STEP 3: Register for taxes



How to start a furniture upcycling business

STEP 4: Open a business bank account & credit card

STEP 5: Set up business accounting

STEP 6: Obtain necessary permits and licenses

STEP 7: Get business insurance

STEP 8: Define your brand
• How to promote & market a furniture upcycling business
• How to keep customers coming back

STEP 9: Establish your web presence



Supporting measures for companies

• Production phase: supporting incentives measures aiming at increasing resource
efficiency through increased product life time, repairability, recyclability, efficient use
of material.

• Use phase: measures to promote information and awareness to support consumer
choices towards more responsible products, with a focus on materials sustainability
information.

• Disposalphase: harmonization of Extended Producers Responsibility schemes that
promote incentives for producers to take into account environmental considerations
along the products' life, from the design phase to their end-of-life.

• Circular procurement: Public authorities at the National and European can boost
circular economy principle in practice through public tendering. Green and circular
criteria, as well as the promotion of novel business models (such as leasing of
furniture) should be promoted.



SWOT analysis 
FURNITURE

Strengths Weaknesses

Creative capacity for new designs  
Responsiveness to new demands

Ability to combine new technologies and innovation with cultural 
heritage and style

Vulnerability to weak protection of  intellectual property rights
Ageing workforce 

Difficulties in attracting young workers
High operational costs

Limited logistical infrastructure
Poor demand for recycled materials

Over-Designing

Opportunities Threats

Investment in skills, design, creativity, research, innovation and 
new technologies

Research in advanced manufacturing technologies
Access to new markets

Synergies - with construction and tourism
New products

Smart furniture
Office Furniture

Eco-design 

Protectionist measures on international markets
Intellectual property right

Fast-paced evolution of  technology
Rising customer expectations 

High volatility in ever-changing trends
Increased demand for low-cost items 

Competition from third countries
Increased raw material, labour and energy costs

REACH Regulation



Case study – a Slovenian wood processing company 
Mizarstvo Ornik, as good practice of using the raw 
wooden material for the new wooden products



Case study: Mizarstvo
Ornik
Mizarstvo Ornik is a small company 
specialised in furniture made of  old/used 
wood and other raw materials. The 
company is using wood that is older than 
100 years; some pieces are even older than 
500 years. 

“We use the old material for new products (old 
wooden barns)”.

“In our production, we are oriented toward 
circular economy and zero waste production. 
With pellets machine, all the dust and wood cut 
outs are turned into a fire briquettes or pellets”.



Wooden Products made of 
old Wood or reused wood 
material –
Ornik Production

Wooden wall claddings

Wooden boxes



Massive wood door



Interior equipment



Possible future developments in the furniture 
industry

• “No waste” production in the process of  woodworking

• Combining different materials with raw wood material to develop a new wooden 
product 

• Making the special wooden products with an emphasis on bigger historical value

• Challenge to reuse wood several times for different purposes 

163,300 jobs could be created by 
implementing a full transition to a circular 
model in the EU furniture sector



Furntech: South Africa’s Centre of 
Excellence for the furniture industry


